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ASTRONOMY 1210: HELPFUL HINTS FOR FINAL EXAM

Coverage & Emphasis:The final is not comprehensive. It will concentrate on the second half of the course.
It will emphasize, in order of importance:

1) Material since the second midterm: landers on Mars,War of the Worlds, UFO’s as pseudo-
science, terrestrial atmospheres, Jupiter, Saturn, and the outer planets; the outer satellites;
interplanetary matter & impacts on Earth; life in the universe. That is, lectures from April 7
through the end of the semester; Study Guides 17 through 23; the novelWar of the Worlds; and
Chapters 10-12 and 24 in the Bennett textbook.
2) Subjects covered on the second midterm, though with less specificity.
3) The most important topics from the first midterm.

The emphasis will bemore on the lecturesthan the reading. (Note that the lectures went considerably
beyond the coverage in the textbook on some topics.) Any topic given prominence in both the reading and
the lectures is a good candidate for one or more exam questions.
Note: The final exam will be worth only325points—i.e. only 40 points more than a midterm. You should
adjust the effort you plan for this course with respect to your effort in other courses accordingly. You will
havetwo hoursto complete the exam It will be held2–4 PM, Saturday, May 3 in CLK 107.

Style: The final will be very similar to the midterm exams: mainly objective (true/false, multiple choice),
with a smaller number of fill-in and brief answer questions. You must answer objective parts of the exam
on a scantron (bubble) sheet.Be sure to bring a #2 pencil with you.

Review: There will be a question-answer session concerning the exam, on Friday, May 2, 6-7 pm in
Gilmer 190. Please come prepared with questions.

Things to Study:

All the lecture notes & study guides, with emphasis on the second half of the course. Important
tip: study from hardcopies, not from a computer screen.
All the reading assignments. These are given for each lecture on the corresponding study
guide. It would be useful to review the end-of-chapter sections titled “The Big Picture” and
"Summary of Key Concepts” for all textbook chapters assigned this semester.
The twomidterm exams; topics, and even questions, could well be repeated.
Key topics(since the second midterm) listed on the reverse of this sheet.

Things to Ignore:

Numerical valuesof detailed quantities such as masses of the planets, their orbital radii, and so
forth. However, you should be familiar with therelative scalesof quantities we have discussed
in class. You should know how to put the material intoquantitative perspective.
The“Mathematical Insight”sections in the text.
The“Exercises and Problems”sections in the text contain items that go beyond what we have
covered in class. I donot recommend that you use these to review the material.
Tabulated material, such as the detailed planetary data in Table 7.1.
Specific historicaldates, except to be able to place the progress of scientific thoughtinto
context.
Character development, literary qualities inWar of the Worlds.
Details of the variousspacecraftsent to each planet. But you should know what the more
important missions (Apollo, Voyager, Viking, Mars rovers,Magellan, Cassini) contributed to
our astrophysical understanding of the solar system.
Namesof features on the various planets (e.g. the A, B, and F rings of Saturn), names of specific
comets/asteroids other than Halley, names of terrestrial impact craters, and so forth.
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KEY TOPICS

MARS, POSSIBLE LIFE ON MARS, & CULTURAL IMPACT
evidence for water on mars
viking landers tests for lifeforms & results
pathfinder & rover landers martian geology
meteorite evidence for martian life satellites & origin
p. lowell & “canals” effect on popular culture
h.g. wells & “war of worlds”: scientific and technical content (not literary)
ufo’s: as example of anomalistic science scientific evaluation

TERRESTRIAL PLANET ATMOSPHERES
comparison of atmospheres & surfaces tectonic activity vs. size
origin & evolution of atmospheres water trapping/loss
carbonate cycle greenhouse effect global warming

JUPITER & SATURN
distinctions between jovian & terrestrial planets icy satellites
common features of jovian planets voyager, cassini missions
interior structure metallic hydrogen
atmospheres: cloud layers jupiter red spot
galilean satellites (4): names & sizes diversity
volcanos on io: tidal flexing origin
ice layers & oceans on europa icy crusts: flowing
origin of rings by tidal destruction roche limit
rings: thinness, structure independent revolution
enceladus: evidence for subsurface ocean
titan: uniqueness of atmosphere nitrogen/hydrocarbons
cassini mission/huygens lander

THE OUTER PLANETS
discovery of uranus neptune as a test of newtonian theory
miranda: surface uniqueness & violent history
pluto: distinctions from jovian planets & demotion to ’dwarf’ planet
kuiper belt objects

INTERPLANETARY MATTER
types, total mass origin as remnants of protoplanetary nebula
asteroids: discovery number orbits
asteroids: physical properties (size & composition) potential economic value
comets: “dirty snowballs” oort cloud orbits
comets: evolution & appearance along orbit tails
halley’s comet: as periodic type history
imaging of comet nuclei by spacecraft
meteoroids: types meteor showers value of meteorites
impacts on earth: evidence for pre-historical & continuing impacts
tunguska & chelyabinsk events
impact energy: dependence on velocity and radius
impact effects & frequencies connection to bio-extinctions

LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE
life on earth: origin & history panspermia
biochemical basis dna function “habitable zone”
other biospheres? mars, europa, enceladus, titan exoplanets?
likelihood of intelligent life in galaxy: method & implications
interstellar expansion seti “alien artifacts”
the “recognition chasm”
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